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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
A principal rule in numerical techniques is to make 
optimal use of all available data. Let us consider the al­
gebraic eigenvalue problem for finite-dimensional matrices in 
this context. The traditional power method gives a good 
illustration of this idea. Given an arbitrary nxn matrix A 
whose eigenvectors; ...,u"^^; span the n dimensional complex 
valued vector space , and also given an arbitrary initial 
vector b ^ the power method builds the vector sequence 
o ^ 
-b,: ' where b, = Ab, , for k=l,...,N. If i &re the iCj. k=l k k-1 
eigenvalues of k, and is dominant in absolute value, then 
the vector A^u^j will dominate each b, and can be approxi-
mated by the ratio of the i component, b^<, of b^ and the 
i component, b, . ., of b. for k sufficiently large. 
.iC —J. J X irC—X 
This procedure can be extended to two or more dominant roots 
with equal modulus, and this is done in most fundamental texts 
in numerical analysis such as Faddeev and Faddeeva (19Ô3) or 
Bodewig (1959). 
Now in problems arising in mathematical physics or 
engineering, it is often necessary to find only a few of 
the first eigenvalues of greatest modulus, and in this case 
the power method can be used to good advantage. But if the 
problem is to find all of the eigenvalues, the information 
on the remaining eigenvalues gained through building the 
2 
vector sequence ('b, 1 is not utilized. The power method 
K) iV—1 
can be adapted to find all of the eigenvalues through a de­
flation technique such as Hotelling's to eliminate eigen­
values previously found, but this entails a great deal of 
computation and essentially requires repeating the entire 
process at each stage on a new matrix. 
Going further in this direction, Lanczos (1955) intro­
duces a method which he calls "spectrographic analysis." 
This method is applicable to matrices with distinct real 
eigenvalues of modulus less than one. using the same 
notation as above, this method begins by constructing the 
vector sequence: 'b-^ = A'OQ and b^ = 2Ab^_2-'bj,_2 (for 
k=2j...jN.) Thus'b^ = -4- . .. -r where the 
T\^ 's represent the Chebyshev polynomials. If we let 
A_- = cosB^j 0-0^^^ then since T^(t) = cos (kcos~^t) _, 
= (cos k82)^ 1 + ... + (cos k6^ )u^ . 
Now the vector sequence < b. is formed where iCik=o 
yV- = 3^ -r b.cos Tim 4- ... -r 'b^ .COS (N-l)TTm 4- a.cos Nirm 
 ^ -1% BT--- h -IN-
for m=0, ,N. 
One next analyzes the behavior of the sequence of the 
"oi"' i ' component of each y^ to derive the 0^. ' s. This is done 
in a case by case manner in Lanczos (1955) and Paddeev and 
Faddeeva (1963). Since the constants of the linear combina-
tri, tion of eigenvectors for the i component of b are also 
obtained, consideration of the other components yield the 
set oi eigenvectors. 
This is a step further in using all computed information, 
but the computation of the eigenvalues is still done from 
using one component of the computed vector sequence plus the 
fact that it is somewhat limited in its scope of application. 
The author develops in this paper a general technique 
which uses all of this computed information in obtaining the 
eigenvalues of an nxn matrix A which has a complete set of n 
eigenvectors. The technique entails choosing a function G(x) 
such that the vector function H(x) = G(}'-2_x)u]_-r ... -r G(X^ x)u^  
can be constructed and such that by a given number of evalua­
tions of Ê(x) the individual A^'s, and possibly the "u.-' s also, 
can be recovered. This recovery scheme plus the character 
of the function Gr(x) in constructing H(x) will determine the 
applicability of the method. One sees also that for each 
G(x) and each recovery scheme there is a different technique 
to apply to his matrix. Thus one may use different approaches 
to different classes of matrices. The author will examine 
three schemes which exemplify different modes of attack, all 
within this general structure. 
The first obstacle to be encountered, however, is the 
amount of computational error in general encountered through 
such a process. A natural way of constructing H(x) is 
through a power series technique, and this will be the pro­
cedure to which the error analysis will be applied. J. H. 
4 
Wilkinson has published several papers on round-off and 
truncation error in different computational procedures, and 
has consolidated them, along with papers by other authors, 
in his book Rounding Errors in Algebraic Processes. His 
error analysis of individual operations will be used to con­
struct an error analysis of the method in general. For 
round-off error, a forward error analysis, which gives a com­
parison between computed values and actual values at each 
step, will be given first; and then a backward error analysis 
is given, which gives the computed value at various stages 
of the process in terms of the actual value and relative 
error of the parameters. The backward analysis is completed 
by giving bounds for the effect of the perturbation of 
parameters on the actual values of ^ (x) . In doing this the 
author shows how soon the round-off error becomes dominant 
over the truncation error, but that the total error is not 
so large that the method is not practical. 
The first technique that the author considers is for 
G(X) = e—^ and H'(x) to be built up by either a Maclaurin 
series or by iteratively solving a simple system of ordinary 
differential equations. This technique will be treated 
carefully to illustrate different modes of attack. 
This first technique essentially finds the character­
istic polynomial of the matrix e—where h is an arbitrary 
positive constant. Now there are several techniques in the 
literature which iterate to find the characteristic poly­
nomial of a matrix. Probably the simplest is one which 
Faddeev and Faddeeva (1963) attribute to A. N. Krylov, and 
which is generally associated with the power method. In 
this technique one again forms the vector sequence 
"b = Àl3 ; for k=l,...,nj from some arbitrary vector "o . 
iC K-1 ^ 
Now n-1 
"Sn = 
i=o 
where the c^ 's are the coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomial of A if all of the eigenvalues are distinct. 
There are other techniques to find the characteristic poly­
nomial of AJ but they all have one common disadvantage, and 
thus are not in popular use. This disadvantage is that the 
characteristic polynomial of A can be ill-conditioned and 
thus a small perturbation in the coefficients can cause a 
large perturbation in the roots. There is almost always 
some error present in the coefficients due to their calcula 
tion, and thus the aspect of conditioning plays an importan 
r o l e .  I n  t h e  t e c h n i q u e  p r e s e n t e d  h e r e  w i t h  G ( x )  -  e — t h e  
author shows that the exponential characteristic polynomial 
can be made well-conditioned with respect to perturbation i 
any one coefficient by a proper choice of h. Thus the usua 
inhibiting factor for methods of this type is removed. Thi 
stability will be demonstrated both by numerical example an 
by application to an example treated extensively by 
Wilkinson (1963). 
The last topic covered will be a less extensive treat­
ment of the general method, where in one case G(x) is 
chosen to have maxima at the reciprocals of the eigenvalues, 
and in the other case where G(x) is set up to suppress 
eigenvalues outside of a given interval. 
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TH3 GENERAL PROCEDURE 
Let us consider an arbitrary nxn matrix A whose eigen­
vectors u .... Ju span the complex-valued n-dimensional 1 n 
vector space C^. Assume that an initial vector b can be ex-
• o 
pressed as a non-zero linear combination of eigenvectors of A_, 
and by absorbing the constants of this linear combination 
into the eigenvectors, we have: 
DQ, = Ui + . .. -h Un. 
.We next form the vector sequence where 
b^ = Abg and b^ = Ab^_2; k=l,...jN; and N is a positive in­
teger to, be determined below. 
We now consider a function G(x) which possesses a 
Maclaurin series expansion with a region of convergence con­
taining all points x such that lxl<.a where a>0 and we shall 
only consider points such that (xjCa/M where M is some bound 
on the spectral radius of A, P(A). Let this series be given 
as: . N 
r. k ^ T G(x) — / a, X — / .S-^ x^ + R|^ (x). 
k=o k=o 
We choose N so that the remainder, R (x), of this series is 
less than some prescribed £> 0 for any. point {x: \xi<a/i"4;. 
Now for a given value of x, we multiply "b. by x^ and a. . iC K 
We then have the following séries where denote the 
eigenvalues of A: 
8 
%(x) = a^ bo + + ... + 
= ^ qC^I + ... + + ^ i( + ... + 
+ ... + a^(AiX%i + ... + 
/ \ \ N N\«^ 
= (a^ + + ... + 1^ + ... 
+ (a^ + a^X^x + ... + &N^n*^)^n' 
Let 'H(X) = llm ^(x) = GCX X^);!^  + ... + G(XN%)UN. 
N->û«> 
Then 1^(x) === G(X^x)u^ + ... + G(AnX)u^, for N sufficiently 
large. We now have an approximation to the vector valued 
function 1l(x) whose region of convergence contains all points 
X such that \A^X\<M1X1 < a. 
Our objective is to recover the eigenvalues of A and 
also possibly the eigenvectors. To do this we see that we 
are able to evaluate "H(x) at as many points within its radius 
of convergence as we desire. Thus we can see the need for 
a judicious choice for G(x). We shall later discuss three 
such choices for G(x) which enable us to efficiently recover 
the eigenvalues of A, where each illustrates a different pos­
sible recovery scheme. We shall also see later that there 
are different ways of evaluating G(x) other than by a Mac-
laurin series. It is our belief that there are several good 
eigenvalue methods which are of this category. 
As far as speed of computation is concerned, it is 
noted that the vector sequence need only be computed once. 
The evaluations for different x's are just the results of the 
multiplication of a scalar times a vector and the subsequent 
9 
addition. Thus these different evaluations are themselves 
relatively fast. The two most dominant features to be con­
sidered in choosing G(x), then, are: 
1.) The ease of recovering the 's from different 
evaluations of H(X) and 
2.) The number of iterations N necessary to make the 
power series remainder for G(x) to be as small as 
desired. 
We see that round-off and truncation error can play a large 
part in both of these considerations and thus that is the 
topic we discuss next. 
10 
A GENERAL ANALYSIS OF ERROR MAGNITUDE 
Let us consider this forward error analysis from the 
viewpoint of correlating round-off error and truncation 
error. Let S = sup(sup(G^^^ (t))\, where R is the above region 
ksK\t£R / 
of convergence and K is the set of non-negative integers. 
The error from the series truncation is 
R„(t) = for i51<lt\. 
(N+l)i 
Then R..(t) < S*a 
Let us consider a machine representation of l6 hexadeci­
mal digits or 64 binary places. Then we choose N such that 
S'a < and the truncated terms are negligible to 64 
(N+1): 
binary places. 
Let us build up the power series for G(t) by the follow­
ing nested multiplication. Let 
N N 
p(t) =yG(k)(0)tk s) a 
k=o ki k=o 
N 
Let p(t) t , 
k=o k 
where a^ = a^^l + is the machine representation for each 
a^. Let us assume that m is the number of binary places 
necessary to contain the floating point sign, exponent, and 
decimal point coding. Then the mantissa of each contains 
11 
(64-m) binary places. The rounding can be at most 1/2 of 
the last binary digit, so 
le J S 
Hereafter let m^ = 64-m+l and m^ = 64-m. 
Now make the following definitions: 
and u^(t) > fl(tu^_^^(t) + 
lc=N—1 f N—2 J ,,, f 0 j 
where f1 denotes the floating point representation of a 
quantity. 
Wilkinson (I963) shows that if 1" is the number of binary 
places allowed to the mantissas and the operations are done 
with a double precision accumulator, the following are true: 
1.) fl(x^ + Xg) = (x^ + Xgïfl + £j) and 
2.) flCx^Xg) = x^xgfl + Eg), where 2~^. 
Thus u^(t) = tu^^^(t)(l + f^)(l + g ) + â^(l + g^) where 
lf^\£2~^2 and (gj^jé 2are the round-off errors due to 
the indicated multiplication and addition, respectively. 
Proceeding recursively from N to 0 we see that 
# N 
u (t) s p(t) = 
k=o 
the machine representation of G(t). In doing these products 
and sums we build up products of these relative error terms, 
and finally get; 
Uo(t) = a^(l + E^) + a^fl + E^)t + ... + a^(l + E^)t^ 
12 
where (1 - 2-^1)2^+2 é (1 + E^) S (l + g-"1)2^+2^ 
By using binomial expansions for these two bounds, and 
regrouping all of the terms except the first and forming 
another power of a binomial, we can show; 
(1 + < ]_ + (2k + 2)2""^ 1(1 + 2-^ 1)2%+! 
and (1 - 1 - (2k + 2)2""^l(l + 
Then |eJ < (2k + 2)2~"^l(l + 2""^1)^^'^^. 
Now choose d such that d is the minimum bound such that 
(1 + 2-™l)2k+l^ 1 + d for k=l,...,N; 
I.e.; d = (1 - 2-'"l)2N+l_i_ 
Thus we get the more workable inequality 
IeJ < (1 + d)(k + 1)2""^. 
Then |u^(t) - p(t)j = jE^a^ + | 
, I 2 2 2,1/2, 2 2 2 2 2N|1/2 
- '^o l"^*** N' l&o^^l^ +'''+&N I 
by Schwartz's inequality. 
k' ki 
so ! a^t^^l < gsup Itl = S^a^k 
 ^ nûl teR (k,)2 • 
If k^ = |a| , then the largest bound for la^t^^| occurs when 
k 
k=k^, and thus 
2^ 2kl g2a2ki 
TTcpr 
Up to this point this analysis has been kept general, 
but let us now put some numerical bounds on these parameters 
to see how large this round-off error bound is. If we let 
13 
m=6j S=6 and a=4, then for N=32 we have the truncation error 
less than 2 . For N=32, d can be shown to be less than 
.01. Then we get 
2 2kl 1  ^= 4°. 
(24)' 
If E = max (IeJ] , then E £ (l.01)(33)2"^ ° 
l<isN ^ 
Then |Ug(t) -p(t)\< l33E^l^/'^ j(33)4°l^/'^ 
= 33E4^  é (33)^ (1.01)2-60.2° 
Now the kl dominates a^t^ as k becomes large, so that 
we see that S^a^^l is a poor bound for all aft^^. 
0^ 
Let us compare this bound for |u^(t) - p(t)j with one 
we derive using Abel's summation identity (Taylor, 1955), 
oo 
^._e., if andtc^)^._^ are arbitrary sequences and 
= bg + ... + b^, then 
toCo + bl°l + • • • + Vn 
= So(=o-°l) + Sifci-cg) Sn-l'°n-l-°n>+V 
Let E^ = and a^t^ = b^. 
k 
Now G(t) = / avt^+R(t)j for j=0,l,2,...; 
k=o 
where R.(t) = , 0 < |^.] < \t\. 
OTïyi 
Then under our assumptions 
n 
14 
and thus 
/ I —\G(t)| + I R _ (t)^ ^ S + S'a^ 
k="o J i ' ' j+1 ' (j+1); 
Also |e^_^ - E^l 6 |Ek_il + IeJ 6 (l+d)k2-™2 
+ (l+d) (k+l)2"'°2 = (l+d)(2k+l)2'°2. 
Now using Abel's equality we get: 
~ +...+ E^ a^ t I 
= l&o^^o-^il+ao+aitjtE^-Eg) + ... 
+ (ao+a^ t+.. (VI"®N' 
+ (ao+ait+...+ajjtN)E^ ,| 
= \ (G(t)-R;^)(E^-Ej^) + ((}(t)-Rg)(E^-Eg)+ 
+ (G(t)-Rj,) (Ejj_^-E^)+(G(t)-R^^^)E^ 1 
= IG(t)EQ-(R^(Eg-E^)+R2(Ei-E2)+... 
<!a(t)l [eJ + IrJ lE^-Ej+lRgl ts^-E, 
< SlE,\+ s(alE^-E^l + af, |E^-Eg| + . 
£ sIe 1 + S(l+d)2~"^ 2 
k=o • 
15 
_ r^~/(2k+2)ak+l \ 
fe\ (k+ix WDii 
= - SW): 
OO , 0£> 
• -S -
= 2a*e^ - (e^-l) = (2a-l)e& + 1. 
Again we let m=6, S=6 and a=4 to see how pig this error 
bound is in a special case. 
Then 
(ugft) - p(t)\ ^  6(1.01)2 + 6(1.01)2 °^'e^ 
<(6.06)2-®°+ (6.06)2-00(386) 
<2-57 + 2-48. 
-47 
Thus the round-off error is less than 2 or .correct to 
approximately 14 decimal places. For a more specific G(t), a 
much tighter bound can be found. But, in any case, the 
truncation error bound of 2"°^ is much lower than the round­
off error bound, indicating that there is probably no advan­
tage in iterating further and achieving a lower truncation 
error. 
Now we have a bound on the error accumulated through 
building a Maclaurin series for a function. Since this 
seems to be a reasonable bound, we now go on to consider an 
16 
error bound on the development of H(x) for any x. In doing 
this we will give a backward error analysis, considering 
the actual values in terms of tue computed values and rela­
tive errors at various stages of the process. These errors 
will be in vector form and the bounds will be given in terms 
of the norms of these vectors. A comparison of the computed 
value and actual value will be given only at the end to 
conclude this analysis. 
First of all we see from Wilkinson (1963) that the 
round-off error from forming an inner product can be ap­
proached in the following manner. 
• Define s and t recursively such that: 
r r 
tr = 
St = t_, and s =fl(s ^+t ), 
X J. P r-1 r 
for r=l,...,N. 
Thus we see 
places at our disposal, and fl(x) represents the floating 
point representation of x. 
Then 
t = a b ( 1+J ) and s = (s ^ +t ) ( 1+?) ) 
r rr r r-1 r 'r 
where number of binary 
where 
1+^ 1 = ( 1+^ 2 ) ( ) ( 
17 
and 1t£^, = (l+r^) (1+?;^)... (1+7?^) 
for r=2,...jN. 
Then 
(1-2"''")" 6 (1+E^ ) 6 (1+2"'^ )'' 
and (1-2-TY^-r+S^^ (l+E^) < (l+2-~)N-r+2 
for r=2,...,N. 
By a similar procedure as before using the binomial ex-
pansion of (1+2 ) ^  and restricting r such that r-2 <0.1, 
it can be shown that 
(1+2"'^)^ < 1 + (l.06)r-2-'^ 
and (l-2~")^> 1 - (l.06)r.2~'^. 
Using Wilkinson's notation we define t^ such that 
2"^1 = (1.05)2"'^. 
_ . Now inequalities of the form 
(1-2-^ 1^  ^  1 + & ^  (14-2-^ )%' 
can be expressed in the simpler form 
l£l<r-2"^l. 
Now let us consider the round-off error in the computa­
tion of A5c, where A is an nxn matrix and "x is an nxl vector. 
Now we let 
+ *12=2 + ••• + Sin^ n) 
= a^^x^ + ^ ±2^2 + ••• + &in^h ®i' 
where, from the above work, 
t f 
jej 6 2 nia^jlxj + nla^^^Ux^i + ... 
+ 2 la^ J Ixj ) . 
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Then y = Ax + "e". 
If lêl"^ = ( lej , {egl , . .., je^l) , 1 a1 = (U^ -1 ), 
iSc!*^ = ( ixj , (xgl IxJ") / and D = fr 0 . . . 
n 
. .0 
(? 
then 
Then 
0 < le^U 2-H(|A|D|-X1 )^ . 
lêlU lllêli < 2'*l{lftDxjl 
6 2-''lW-[|D|-l2ii  ^
• = a'^lnlUll-'fâl 
(Note: All norms will be spectral norms unless otherwise 
specified.) 
The Euclidean norm, 
• r 
is usually easier to compute and can be substituted into the 
above inequalities through the relationship 
i'E 
Now we consider the round-off error accrued in con­
structing the vector set ( b, \ . Now b is an arbitrary L zC} IC—X O 
vector so we will assume that it is chosen so that it can 
be exactly represented on the machine. Also let lib 1) = m. 
o 
Now 
fl(bj = fl(Ab ) = Ab + e^ . 
1 o o 1 
Let x^ = "b^, then llxji = m. 
19 
Then by the preceding results 
l|ej ^  2 ^ n^llAWm. 
Continuing, vie have 
fl(bg) = fl(A(Ab^+e^)) = + Ae^ + 
Let Xg = Ab^ + "e^^, then 
Xpll + lie li 
*2 " * 1 
<|lAl|m + 2 ^ In m 
Then 
= llAllm(l + n2 
11 ^ 211 ér 2~^ 1 !1a11 nil Xgl] 
2^~''^ lllAll^ mn(l+n2~'^ l). 
Continuing further, 
flfbj) = fl(A(Ax2 + Sg)) = A^Xg + Aëg + e 
Let x^ = Axg + then 
iSyB ilkSBxyi + Rsgg 
-llMl m(l+n2 ^1) +2 l^A%^mn(l+n2 
=l!All^ m(H-n2~^ l) (l+n2"'^ l) 
Then 
y AS-tllWInk^ll 
68AB3mn2-tl(l+n2"tl)P 
Assume 
|Sk_l!!6WA«k^2m(i+n2-tl)k-2 
"Chen I ®k-li -
6 2-ti;AUk-lnm(l+n2-tl)k-2 
20 
Now ) = fl(A(Ax + "e, )) = fl(Ax ) 
K  K — X  x v — J .  A .  
= 
Then 
llsj éÎAliVj + i\J 
6:ABk-lm(l+n2-tl)k-2 + a-^^lW''"^nrnd+nS-^l) 
=l!Ali k-lm(l+n2-tl)k-2 {i+ng'^ l ) 
.«ASk-lm(l+n2-tl)k-l. 
Thus inductively we see that 
É lull ^ ^ ^nm(l+n2 for r=l,...,N. 
(Note: = flC&r_i)). 
In this analysis let us only consider matrices which 
are normalized such that their largest eigenvalue has abso­
lute value less than one. By theorem 1.4 in Varga (19^3), 
we have that in this case lim = 0. 
r-» CO 
Thus the size of the.term (l+n2 is counteracted by 
|1a11^. -i* we must predivide A by a constant k to achieve 
this property (such as the maximum absolute row or column 
sura), Wilkinson (1963) shows that the round-off error in­
duced by this step is bounded by.|k|2 Since T 
is generally large, 2~ will usually dominate this expres­
sion. In this case A must be very ill-conditioned, with 
respect to its eigenvalues, before this division by k will 
significantly alter the eigenvalues of A, which in turn 
equal k times the eigenvalues of A f* k. In most compilers. 
21 
however, this round-off can be completely avoided by dividing 
by an integral power of the base of the system. For example, 
the IBM 360 model 50 has a hexadecimal base. Division by 16 
in floating point in this system is accomplished simply by 
subtracting 1 from the floating point exponent. The man­
tissa is completely untouched, and thus no round-off occurs. 
But even if it is somehow impractical to divide by a power 
of the base of the system, the author advocates the above 
normalizing predivision. Two major reasons are 
r-^os 
2.) it eliminates the necessity of normalizing each 
b^ and remultiplying by its length later in com-
puting H(x). 
Each of these two factors do much to keep the round-off 
error small. 
Now we have a bound on the round-off error in forming 
the vector sequence I"S, 1 F given in vector norm form, and a 
's ic) IC—o 
bound on the round-off error in forming a Maclaurin series 
given in scalar form. In this eigenvalue procedure we must 
combine the two to get a bound on the total round-off error 
in forming the vector series: 
1.) lira llA-rkll^ = 0 and 
H(t) = G(X^t)u^ + ... + 
n ' 
22 
We can either look at the error component-wise for each 
(H(t))^, or consider in vector norm form for the whole vec­
tor H(t) at once. We elect to do the latter, since reducing 
the error in vector form involves the relationship that if 
^ then the best component-wise bound attainable is to 
say that the modulus of the maximum component of e  is less 
r 
than or equal to &. But since & depends on all components 
of e"^, there is no way to separate the round-off errors due 
to each component. Thus we will approach the round-off error 
in this problem from a vector viewpoint. 
As stated earlier, is chosen such that fl(b ) ='b . 
o ^ o o 
Then using all notations as above, 
x^ = fl(S^) = Ax^ + = "b^ + e"^ 
x^ = fl(bg) = axg + "e^ = + a^^ + gg 
"^r+l ='bp + A e^ + ... + A'ê"^_^ + 
for r=l,2,—,N. 
Now we want to form the summation 
N 
k=o 
We have from Wilkinson (l9o3) that flfx^x^) = x^x^fl+f) 
where (1-2 ') & (l+f) (1+2 . 
Thus for 1=1,...,n; 
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and where (1-2 (l+f^. ) & (l+2~'^). 
Then 
v'' k 
k k 
where P, = 
k 
kl 
0  
& .  
0 . . . 0 
f k2 " ^ 
, . 0 f kn 
, and since & (k+l)2 
then 
and 
ipj s (k+l)2-*l 
hi + p i 6 i+(k+i)2"'*^ i. 
k 
Now, since 
k-1-
\+l - + A + ... + Ae^-l + ®k' 
we let '^ k = 
- "®k^ '^ k'®k 
k k\ k+1 J=1 
Then ll^ki! - t&kl (k+l)2~^l(^HA\\^2"^lm(l+n2~'^l) 
k _ 
k 
s laj %a!|k(k+l)2-2tlm i(i+n2-*l)'' 
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k 
+ n ) 
j=1 
Lastly we include the error due to the summation of the 
above terms. 
Let = fl(a^t^%^). 
then a^t--b-^ + ^ k" 
Again is arbitrary, and this time we make the further re­
striction that it be chosen so that a^^ can be represented 
exactly. 
Let 9^ = fl(ajb^) = a = y'^ 
and = (I +Tr^(Vl 
where is, as others above, a diagonal matrix such 
that llTrll - & (1+2"'). 
). 
Recursively we can show that v^ = (l ••• (I +/^)y 
k=l ^ ^ 
for r=l,...,N. 
Then = (I +"^1)^0 + (I +"^1)^1 + ... + (I 
where (I +1%^) = (I ... (I 
Then |l ^ T^Ji < (1+2"'^)^'*'^"'' or||?|J ^ (N+l-r)2"^^ 
Since ^o " 
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then V = a, 
n ' 
,(I+%)t^ + (I+%) 
+ (I+îî,)(a,t% - to) + ... 
N 
= r .  
n N 
k=o ^  ^ ^ ^ k=l ^ ^ ^  k=l 
Therefore the expression for the accumulated round-off error 
N , M 
& ( t )  =  X T s  is kfs. — fl 
'^ k=o  ^ k^=o 
N N 
The bound on the norm of this vector is 
M 
,l€(t)ii ^ |aj - YZ (N-k+l)2"^l|AS^. m 
k=l 
N 
+ 
k=l 
(1+2 -T,N+l..k,. , ,.k, 
X 
- t n  .  k  
k 
v, 
_n 
-t-i \ J-i (l+n2 1) -r n£ (l+n2 1) 
j=l 
This is a complicated bound due to the dependence of 
round-off error from one b, to another. But for a certain 
k 
class of matrices and with reasonable assumptions it can 
serve as a guide to the applicability of the method. 
2d 
THE EXPONENTIAL METHOD 
Let us now consider a special case of the general 
method, develop an eigenvalue recovery technique for it, and 
discuss its application and advantages. For this special 
case we take G(x) = e~^, although everything we say shall be 
analogously true for G(x) = e^, of course. 
The idea behind this attack is to evaluate hI^ x) at 
t^ where we define h such equally spaced points t^, t^, 
that h = t. - t. for i=l,...,n. We then let H.(t.) denote 
1 1-1 J 1 
the j component of H(t^) and form the following difference 
scheme: c^H^(t^) + c^H^(t2) + ... + ~ ^  
+  . . .  +  =  0  
+ ... + = 0, 
or in matrix form: 
H c = Û. 
a a 
Remembering that 
= e-v 
"ij + 
-xnt-
we now show that this system always has a solution with 
c^=l, and that the c^'s are the coefficients of the char-
_V) A 
acteristic polynomial of e ' . 
Theorem 1: 
If Y = 
y 
1 ' 
'n 
n-1 n 
^1 
n-1 ,,n 
^2 yg 
,,n-1 
^n yn 
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(yi y. ) , 
then the rank of Y equals the number of distinct y^. 
Proof; Let us make the following definitions: 
P-1_ F P. 
p -1 -p^- - ^ ^ 
W 
'  • • •  '  
k(p)i = (-i)p~^(y^...yp)-
Let the above be defined for any positive integer p6n, and 
let k(p)^ = 0. 
Before proceeding further in this proof, we must 
establish two lemmas concerning the quantities k(m). and j . 
n defined above. 
Lemma 1: k(m+l). = -y k(m). + k(m). , for 
J m+i J J -1 
1 6 j 6 m ^ n. 
Proof: Intuitively \k(m).j is the sum of all products J 
of the first ra variables taken (m-J+l) at a time, and is 
given by: 
k(m)j=(-iy" " 2 C^... • ^ (y, ...y, _ )i.. , 
'm-j+l ^m-J. 
: )j (-l)"^' '^ (  ••• (^!  .  1.. A") 
with similar formulas for k(m+l) . and k(m) . 
J J -1 
Now I j ! the sum of all products of the first 
(m+l) variables taken (m-j+2) at a time except those which do 
not contain But k(m)^._^ is the sum of all 
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products of the first m variables taken (m-j+2) at a time. 
Thus (-y k(m) .+k(m) . \ ecuals (-1)"^ times the sum 
^ m+i J J-1/ 
of all products of the first (m+l) variables taken (m-j+2) 
at a time, but this is exactly k(m+l).. 
0 
Thus j j_i = 'K(m+1) j. 
Lemma 2: 
+ k(m)2y? + ... + 
for any 1 and m such that 1 6 i 6 m & n. 
Proof by induction: 
i.) q=l: k(l)^ = y^, then k(l)^y^ = y^. 
q=2: k(2)^y^+k(2)2y^ = ^~^^yi^2^i 
2 3 2 3 
If i=l: . -y^yg + yi.+ YgYi = y^-
if i=2: -y^y^ + (y^yg+yg) = y^-
ii.) Consider any arbitrary q such that 1 "6 i 6 q < n, 
and k(q)^y^ + ^^(q)g^i. ^  •• • • ^(Q)q^y^ y^ 
Now 
it(q+l) j^yj^+k(q+l)gy^+. . .+k(q+l) yj+k(q+l)^^^y°-''"^ 
= + k(q)])y^ + ... 
+ (-yg+lk(4)q + k('q)g_^)yq + lc(q+l)_^^^yf ^ 
° ^ + ••• + k(q)qyi) 
+'<;cq)^ y^ +. • -+''c(q)g_iy^ +(k(q)qy^ '^ -^k{q)^ y^ '^ )^ 
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=  +  • • •  +  k ( q ) ^ y q )  
-(yj,+...+yq)yj'^^ + (^1+-• •+yj,+yq+i)yi q+1 
= -yq+iri*^ + 
q+2 
= . 
Thus the proof of this lemma is complete. 
We now proceed with the proof of the theorem. Le-
D = 
0 . . . 
yg. 
0 . . 0 
0 
0 
n 
Since no = 0, then D is non-singular, 
and -Y have the same rank and 
= y. 
n 
2 _n 
• • • >/-i 
n 
y§ 
n 
T 
n 
n+1 
yi 
YR^ : 
n+1 
n 
Let Y^=DY, then Y^ 
Let c^, "6"^, "^n+l the columns of Y^. Then, 
by the previous lemmas, k(n)^'c'^+k(n)2C2+ +k(n)^'?^=c^_j_^. 
Thus the rank of Y, equals the rank of Y , the matrix formed 
1 2 
by deleting the (n+l)^^ column. But Y^ equals D times a 
Vandermonde matrix formed from the y 's, and this matrix 
i 
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has a rank equal to the number of distinct y.'s. Thus the 
rank of Y equals the number of distinct y. 's, and the 
theorem is proved. 
Theorem 2: If îi(x) = e + • • e "u^, where 
, ... are the n independent eigenvectors of A which are 
assumed to exist, then the above system, H "c" = 'Ô", has a / a a 
solution with c =1, and the rank of H equals the number of 
n 3, 
distinct eigenvalues of A. 
Proof: Let be the eigenvalues of A and let 
m ^  n of them be distinct. Let x. = e~^l , and assume with 
no loss of generality that "'^m distinct. Also 
let t^ = p.  
Now the system has the form: 
n-r 
h$= 
Now 
^c ' 
0 
, 
—s 
) =1 = = ^ 
fn-l 
-H (t ) 
^ n nj 
H = 
n n n 
> 
1=1. 
p+(n-l)h 
n n n 
n n 
i=l 
n 
P+(n-l)h| 
J 
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11 
u 12 
u, 21 
u, 22 
^in ^2n 
« « 
u, 
u 
nl R 
p+h 
n2 
x|+h 
nn g X 
p+h 
n 
p+ ( n -1 ) h 1 
. . x^ I 
x 
p+(n-l)hi 
x 
p+(n-l)h! 
n j 
= UXp. 
Since 
Now 
= 
X-, 
0 
jtr span U is non-singular and of rank n, 
(n-l)B) 
1 
1 x(n-l)h 
-1- 2^ • • • "2. 
0 ... ol 
xg... 0 
0 . X 
|t x^ . . . xn 
!. 
n 
X 2 • • 
(n-l)h 
n 
= D X. 
P 
Since no x =0, the rank of D equals n. 
^ h P 
transformation y.=x^, we have 
f-i' n-l II 
X = 1 yg~^ 
Also, under the 
1 
' 
Thus, since X is a Vandermonde matrix, its rank equals m. 
the number of distinct x_'s. Thus the rank of H equals m. 
Now consider the augmented matrix, H . By an analogous 
a 
procedure as above and using theorem 1, we can show that the 
rank of H equals m, the number of distinct x.'s. 
a i 
Therefore, since the rank of the augmented matrix equals 
the rank of the coefficient matrix, the system has a solution 
with c^=l and the theorem is true. 
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We show the completion of our eigenvalue recovery 
scheme through the following corollary. 
Corollary: If [c and c = 1 is the solution of 
= X. is a root of the polynomial 
+ C-z + ... + c ,+ z" = P(z). 
o 1 n-1 
L i) i=o " n 
the system of equations in the previous theorem, then for 
any i, y^ = e ^ 
c. 
Proof: Prom He" = "k' of the previous proof we again fac­
tor to get 
(udpx)e = -udp(x"",x2^...,xn^)'^ 
OR: UD^(XS-+ 
n 
-itt-i (UD^) is non-singular, so we multiply both sides by U 
and get 
X 
h 
n 
Xr 
n 
:n 
X 
X, 
X 
(n-l)i n 
1 
(n-l)h 
2 
(n-l)i 
. th 
n 
h 
J 
f 
c 
'1 
+ 
nh) 
^1 
nh 
!fnj 
= û. 
Looking at the i component we see 
nh h (n-l)h 
cq "^l^i +••••'' "^n-l^i ^i — 0-
Therefore x^ = y^ = e is a root of P(z). 
We note here that P(z) is the characteristic equation 
-hA 
of e , and we shall hereafter call it the exponential 
characteristic equation of A. As we noted in the introduc­
tion, iterative methods to find characteristic polynomials 
are not uncommon, but we shall show that this one is unique 
in that the exponential characteristic equation can be made 
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well-conditioned with respect to a perturbation in any of 
its' coefficients. 
Before we go into this, however, we pause to give an 
extension of this method which easily yields the eigenvectors 
once the eigenvalues are found if they are distinct. 
Let 
9^ =1l(t^),'y^ = 1i(t^+h),.. .,y^_^ ='H(t^-r(n-l)h). 
Choosing the first component of each of these vectors 
we get the following system of equations: 
to, t, 
=1 + 
t^+h 
X-, u 11 
+ = ^ 01 
to+h 
+ "nl = ^11 
or 
^to+(n-l)h^^^ ^  
. . . 
vp+h 
+ X. 
to+(n-l)h 
n 
u. hi ^n-1,1 ' 
1 
x n 
.P+h 
':n 
;.P+(n-l)h p+(n-l)h 
n 
u 
11 
u 
y, 
01 
211 " j^ l-l 
L^in-l,lJ 
Now, the coefficient matrix, Xp, is the product of a 
diagonal matrix and a transformed Vandermonde matrix. Now, 
systems with Vandermonde coefficient matrices are common in 
physical problems, so we will merely outline the solution 
procedure here. 
Using Cramer's rule we get 
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u il 
P 
1 ' 
p+h 
1 
"i-i 
y 01 
^11 
-li 
^i+1 
P 
n 
p+h 
n 
•p+(n-l.)h 
X]_ 
•p+(n-l)h • •p+(n-l)h 'p+(n-l)h 
^i-1 yn-1,1 %i+l 
x 1 • 
*p+(n-l)h 
xi 
x 
p+(n-l)h 
n 
Now, the denominator determinant clearly equals 
n ^  
^ h, 
y "il 
. th 
k=l ^ k>j 
Now expand the numerator determinant by the i' 
column. The first and last cofactor are of the above type, 
and the others can be evaluated by the following theorem. 
This theorem is given without proof, but can be proved in 
exactly the same way as the Vandermonde determinant is 
commonly evaluated. 
Theorem 3: If fl . . . 1 1 - ' - 1 ^ 
VI =  
w^-1 
wï-
r-1 r-1 
i-1 ... w^ 
r+1 
"i+i ... i-1 
"î-1 w 
n-1 
i+1 w, 
n-1 
n 
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and. ... J ~ 1 "" ''"''^i+l'' • • • •* i ~ 
rn-1 
then Det (W) = 'k(n-l) , 
lk>j 
where k:(n-l)^ is, as in theorem 1, the sum of all of the 
products of the (n-l)'Z|^'s taken (n-r) at a time. 
We will not go any further in this algebraic expansion 
except to note the large amount of cancellation of terms of 
n 
the form | |(x^-x4). 
k>j ^ 
Thus the algebraic manipulations are greatly simplified. 
Lanczos (1956) develops an algorithim for solving systems of 
this type, and we refer the reader to him for further infor­
mation. 
We make a final note that the eigenvectors can be 
found by solving these .systems for i=l, ..., n. 
We now proceed to the examination of the conditioning 
of the exponential characteristic equation. 
Let us consider a polynomial 
f (z) = a z + ... -f a. z 4- a 
n • 1 o 
whose roots are z^, ,z^ and where z^ is a simple root. 
Assume that either due to round-off error or previous com­
putation errors the polynomial is represented on the computer 
as P(z) = (a +£^)z^+.. .-i-(a^+£^)z+(a^-i-£^), where each 
need not be positive. 
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Let g(z) = + — 4- b^ z + b^  
be given where 
-k _ L, 
r 
bj^-l, b^_^ '  • " >  b^ = ^  , b^ = <-0 . 
Then with £,- £. 
n n-1 Ç ' " ' ' "o 
^ ^n c-n 
n 
F(z) = f(z) + £g(z). 
From Wilkinson (1963) and his reference to Goursat (1933), 
we have that one zero of F(z) can be given as; 
where h, = /_ 
k=l ^  
is certainly convergent for sufficiently small and, as 
we see below, the P^'s are independent of E,. • 
Substituting z^ (£) into F(z), we get 
n n 
£.0 hf + (.l_d hf j=o ^ j=o 
wnere 
= f^ '^ '^ (z^ ) and d^  =g^ '^ "^ (2^ ) . 
J jl -Ji 
Now CQ is the only term in this expression that is not the 
coefficient of£.^ , for some integer k>l. Since = f(z^ ) 
= 0, the expression can only be zero for all £. if the co­
efficient of for any integer k, is zero. 
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Consider first the coefficient of Here v;e have 
Thus 
c^Pl + d = 0. 
P-i = = -S(z ) 
Then 
Next consider the coefficient of 2. . Here we have 
olpg + ogp2 + = 0. 
ps = - + "ipl 
= 2s(z^)g' (zj,)f ' (zj,)-g®(2j,)f"czj,) 
Continuing we see that we can choose each in this 
manner so that we have verified that P(z^(E)) = 0 and the 
p^' s are independent of 
Let us assume that the root-finding technique we are 
using is "exact", 1 ._e.., accurate within round—off up to the 
last significant figure the computer can carry. Even in this 
somewhat idealistic case, the difference between the exact 
root z and the computed root z (() can be large. We see 
thai 
Ebj i£"i 
'k=l 
Then 
= wle| +|p2il&^l ic=3 
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where K^= jpj + |pp| |C| + ^1 • 
Then K = |p | = 
k=3 
s(zt.) 
THJZ) 
as 6 becomes small. 
1 
r-
The point here is that, even though £ is very small, the 
constant can be extremely large. This is especially true 
as another root of f(z) is taken very close to making 
f'(z^) close to zero and possibly making | p^j very large. 
There are, however, other cases.of ill-conditioning for 
roots other than those that are extremely close together. 
Wilkinson (1963) carefully examines the twentieth degree 
polynomial with roots 
z^ ~ 20,zg = 19j...,zgq — 1 
by examining a perturbation of magnitude & separately in each 
of the coefficients a^; k=0,1,...,19. Here for z^=lô and 
k=15 he finds a maximum perturbation in the zej^os,. 
= 6(3.7x10^), 
which shows that this polynomial is very ill-conditioned 
indeed. In this example the absolute difference in the roots 
is one, but the ratio is (k+l)/k. 
In another example where z^ = 2~^ for r=l,...,20 the 
ratio is two, but the absolute difference is very small when 
r approaches 20. However, it turns out that this polynomial 
is well-conditioned and the smallest roots are the most stable, 
indicating that the ratio of the roots is more important than 
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their absolute difference in affecting the conditioning. 
This is further substantiated in the work that follows. 
Let us consider these two examples of Wilkinson's 
within the framework of our eigenvalue method with G(x)=e~^, 
and assume that the matrix A has eigenvalues ")\2_=20,... ,)\2o=l • 
Here our method yields the polynomial with roots e~^^ in­
stead of r for r=l,2,...,20. The absolute difference of 
these roots is small as r approaches 20, but their ratio is 
e^. Thus making h larger increases this ratio. In particu­
lar, if we choose h = In' 2, then our roots become 2"^ and 
this polynomial is the second example examined by Wilkinson 
and is well-conditioned with respect to a perturbation in 
any one of its coefficients. 
In general, for an arbitrary positive h and a poly­
nomial with real roots, we use the relation that, if 
is .simple, 
f ' .  
We consider cTa = separately for each integer k between one 
and twenty. Thus the g(z) introduced at the beginning of this 
ana 3 
-z-T'h, 
conditioning lysis equals z^. 
and I cT(e~^^' ) | i c. 
20 
TT(e-zrh-e-2jh) 
j=1 
S |a(h)|. 
For best conditioning we want cT(e , and thus |a(h)| , 
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to be as small as we desire with a proper choice of h to 
make the perturbation of the root e''^r^ as small as possible. 
Hereafter let us take this as what we mean by "well-con­
ditioned" . Let 2.20=1 so there is no perturbation in this 
coefficient. 
First let us assume that there is an even number of zJS 
which are less than z^. Then, since h > 0, a(h)> 0. 
Let ( 1 if z < 2 
k ..= ! ^ j 
rj if zf > zj. 
Then / 20 
ln(a(h)) = -2 hk - ln(l T (e ^r^-e 
^ \rp^j=l 
20 
= -z hk - Z Infk . (e ^r^-e . 
^ r^j=l 
Then 2Q 
• 
20 
r 
( z „  +  = -kz + / i p -t- ^"r "1 
^ _ v__n 
20 
r^ l q-zr^ .g-zjh / 
-z ^h \ (z - 2  .)e j 
(19-k)z^ + 
Now if z^-zj > 0 then (e -e < 0, and vice versa. 
Thus all of the terms in the summation are negative. 
4l 
If k=19 or if k<19 and z <0, then the entire expression 
is negative, and ln(a(h)) has a negative slope for all h>0 
which never approaches zero, and thus decreases for in­
creasing h such that lira In(a(h)) =-oa. Thus a(h) is also 
a decreasing function of h, and we can make the perturbation 
in the root e as small as we desire by making h large, 
since iim a(h) = 0. This means that e can be made well-
h—>8^ 
conditioned in this case. There are, of course, practical 
limitations on the size of h due to round-off and truncation 
error in forming h'Cx) . 
If we have the other case where k<19 and z >0. the 
leading term of ^(ln(a(h))) is positive and it seems possible 
dh 
that d_(ln(a(h))) is zero. The leading term in the summation 
dh 
is the only positive term, and it does not depend on h. 
Let us consider then, the negative summation and consider its 
magnitude as a function of h. 
llm =11. ^  (z 
20 
\ lim (z -z 
= / ^ 
rp^J=l Jh 
where the last equality holds if each of the individual 
limits exists. Each of these has the form: 
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11m c< e <Kh 11m / - c< T- d ' C 0 if cK < 0 
(l-e°^ )^ l-e^ y^ 
= 4 
\-c<, if os. > 0. 
Thus 20 . - 2  .h 
llm (Zr-=j)G J 
r/j=ie-=r^-e-zjh 
where f 0 if z < z 
20 
w. 
r/j=l 
w j = 
( s j - z f )  "  ^r >  
Now if 
20 
r^j=1 j 
^(l9-k)z , then d (ln(a(h))) 
^ ïïh 
ultimately has a negative slope and the same arguments as 
above show well-conditioning. 
; 20 i 
Let us consider the case where \/_ w .l (l9-ic)z 
r^j =1 
in the following manner. 
Let ,(h) = 
-z in. 
<. 0, 
e-zfh.e-zjh 
and for any h > 0, let us consider its critical points 
-z.h/-z^h -Zn-h -zjh./ -z^h -ziht 
b'/i 
-(z -z.)z.;"j"(;^r"_54j")_(z (-z g"r"+z,e j") 
(h)= —^—tl r j 
/ \ —z-îh 
-(zp-zjje j 
(2.-z )2e-:jhe-:rh 
—— 
-z.hv2 \ i 
e-=rh_2je-2jh_zye-zrh+zje-zjh 
> 0. 
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20 
Thus for positive h, b(h) = / b.(h) has no critical 
r^j=1 j 
points, and since b'(h) > 0, b(h), and thus ^(ln(a(h))), is 
dh 
an increasing function of h. Now we have in this particular 
case, 
20 
lim _^(ln(a(h))) = (l9-k)z + \ w. > 0. 
h-^o" dh f ^ 
r^j=l 
Also, whenever we have an even number of z.'s less than z , 
J r' 
we have lim ln(a(h)) = go and lim ^(ln(a(h))) = -o>. 
h—> 0 h"^ 0 dh 
Since _^(ln(a(h))) = (l9-k)z +b(h) and b(h) is an 
dh 
increasing function of h, then there exists one and only one 
value h_ where (ln(a(h))) equals zero. Thus ln(a(h)) 
dh 
and a(h) have their only minimum at h = h^. Thus the poly-
20 
nomial for (l9-k)z -h ^ v:. > 0 is "best-conditioned", 
^ r^j=l 
, a(h) is minimized, if not well-conditioned at h=h^. 
Let us pause to note here that one case where 
20 
(l9-k)z = 
r I r^ j =1 has not been discussed. Here the 
slope of ln(a(h)) becomes zero as h approaches infinity and 
ln(a(h)) has a horizontal asymptote. Since b(h) is increas­
ing, the polynomial becomes "best-conditioned" in the limit 
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as h becomes large, but not necessarily well-conditioned. 
Now let us consider the remaining case where there is 
an odd number of z. less than z . Let z be one such value 
J r s 
-of Zj. 
i  , 1  - z r k h  
= -zsh_ -zi-h ' : asaln 
e e-zr" 2g_ (e-zrh_e-zjh)^ 
let k 
""j 1-1 if > zj . 
Then 
In)a(h)j = -z^kh - ln(e ^®^-e 
ln(k .(e ^r^-e 
0=1 
j/r,8 
/ I / \t \ —z~h —z.-h 
and ^ (inja(h)j ) = -z^k + z^e ^ -z^e ^ 
(e-^s^-e-^rh) 
20 
+ / krj(2re-=r"-zje-:jh) 
j & s  
= z K + Z . 4-
e~zsh_g-zph 
20 
+ Z_(% + 
e- v h .e- j h  
k 5  
20 
= (l9-k)2 ZZ 
^ -2pfi ^-z n J=1 e-zr^-e-zj^ . 
e r _e 8 
Since this derivative is now the same as ^ (ln{a(h))) in 
dh . I 
the previous case, the results of the analysis of |a(h)} 
in this case are the same as the results in the previous 
analysis of a(h). 
Now we pause to summarize this perturbation analysis. 
20 
regardless of the number of z.'s less than z . 
3 r 
1.) If z ^ 0 or if z > 0 and (l9-k)z + / w. < 0^ 
then a(h) is a decreasing function of h and 
lim |a(h)| = 0. 
20 
2.) If (l9-k)z + /' w. = 0, then | a(h)i has a 
^ r^j =1 
horizontal asymptote, and lim ja(h)|= K, some 
h-^oo 
positive constant. 
20 
3.) If (l9-k)z + / w. > 0, then |a(h)| is an in-
^ r^l j ? j = l  
creasing function of h and lim \a(h)i =oa. But 
h-»>= 
there exists a single point, h = h^, where [a(h)| 
is at its minimum. 
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In all three cases 11m |a(h) 
h->0 
= o=. These cases are shown 
in Figure 1, for an even number of < z^. When there is 
an 'odd number of z^ less than a(h) < 0, and the graphs 
represent ja(h)| . 
Thus we see that for G(x) = e ^ and making h large, 
C".R-» ,1 
the exponential characteristic equation of A can always be 
made well-conditioned if the eigenvalues of k are real and 
non-positive, and can sometimes be well-conditioned when part 
or all of the eigenvalues are real and positive. Thus we 
note here that if /A is a bound on the spectral radius of 
A and D = then the matrix A'-D will have a well-condi­
tioned exponential characteristic equation for sufficiently 
large h. 
It is clear that for G(x) = the very same analysis 
of conditioning can be used with the roles of positive and 
negative z reversed. Thus the exponential characteristic 
r 
polynomial of a matrix with non-negative eigenvalues can 
always be made well-conditioned for sufficiently large h, 
and sometimes be made well-conditioned otherwise. 
The above analysis was done with a twentieth degree 
polynomial to correspond to the work of Wilkinson (I963), but 
there is nothing in the analysis to restrict the degree to 
twenty. 
Lastly, Wilkinson (1963) contends that the size of the 
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a(h) 
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n o 
Figure 1. Magnitude of a(h). Upper graph is of a(h) for 
20 
or 2>0 and (l9-k)z +/ w- <0. Middle 
20 
graph is of a(h) for (l9-ic)z =0. Bottom 
r^j=l j 
20 
graph is of a(h) for (l9-k)z^+ w > o. 
ratio of the roots is more important than their absolute 
difference with respect to the condition of a polynomial, 
_i ._e., the closer the ratio of the larger root in magnitude 
over the smaller root is to one, the worse the conditioning. 
The above analysis supports this contention. 
For example, consider z. < z <0. We have shown con-
J r ^ 
ditioning is improved by increasing h and choosing G(x)=e~^. 
= 1 . ®  Now even though = 1, = e^ r" and increasing 
h obviously increases this ratio. 
In the case where 0 < z^ < z^ we have shown for G(x)=e^ • 
conditioning improves as h increases. Once again, even 
though - 1, lim e^r^ — lim e^^^ =o«. 
2 h-^ix> .h h—>o® 
j ^ 
Thus the above contention is supported. 
One further note about this method is that a matrix with 
real roots can always be translated, as shown above, to make 
Its eigenvalues have the same sign by adding or subtracting 
a diagonal matrix of the form /A-1, where . We have 
also recommended a division of this resulting matrix by a 
bound y on its spectral- radius. However, it.is often true 
that a close bound V is difficult to obtain. One way to 
approach this is to choose what seems to be a reasonable y 
and start building the vector sequence . It is usually 
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easy to see within a few Iterations if this sequence is con-
verging to 0. If not, choose c a bit larger and repeat. 
Thig requires a certain amount of computation, but often gives 
a more practical bound than a theoretical approach. For in­
stance, in Example 4 below, the Gershgorin bound on p{A) 
is 931, butyo(A) itself equals 13. 
We,have not considered multiple roots here, but Wilkin­
son (1963) shows that there is the same "power-series-in-£" 
form of root for the machine representation of the poly­
nomial, and that the same type of analysis will hold. Com­
plex roots are not discussed here either, but if their real 
parts are not zero, then either the ratio e , 
if Re(Zj) < Re(2^) < 0, or the ratio e 2 
if 0 < Re(z.) < Re(z ), increases as h increases. The con-
J r 
ditioning ±n this case is again exhibilsed by Example 4, 
which shows that as h goes from 1/3 to 3 that the accuracy 
of the eigenvalues steadily improves. 
We lastly pause to note that there can be other ways of 
evaluating H(X), other than by a Maclaurin series expansion. 
In this case with G(x) = e^, for example, consider the dif­
ferential system: 
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- aii^i + ... + 
dt 
^ = ag^y^ + ... + £2„y„ 
^ = ^ nl^l + ... + \ ' 
or y = A^ j where A = (a^j). 
The solution of this system of differential equations is 
y(t) = J where 'y(O) s "y^. 
CO 
Now 1^(t) = + ... + "5 
1 kt k 
i&'o =(ZI 
ir—ri / lC=0 iC—O 
t-a^ 
= e b^. 
where 
e^ = lira (l + B + + ... + ^  ] 
n-»£» "2" nl / j 
and exists for all B. 
Thus we can use an iterative technique such as Runge-
Kutta to solve the system y = Ay and 'y(O) = at the points 
tg,tg+h,...,to+(n-l)h; and avoid having to use a Maclaurin 
vector expansion. 
For other techniques involving other choices for G(x)j 
this approach may be advantageous, depending on the charac­
ter of the system of differential equations that must be used. 
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We now exhibit some examples that were done using 
G(X) = e— 
Example 1: i-5 2.5 
• A = i .5 
} 
1 
1 .5 i 
-1 
L.5 -1.5 
.5 
.5 
-.5 
.5 
0 ' 
.3! 
5 
0: 
The eigenvalues of A are + 1, and -h 1/2. The computed values 
were: 
= 0.999998 )g=0.500001 A4=-0.499999. 
This example illustrates a problem with eigenvalues of equal 
moduli. 
Example 2: 1 0 .5 
"1 
A = 0 .5 0 
1 
-.5 0 0 -.si 
! 
.5 0 ..5 ii 
The eigenvalues of A are Aj = 1 and Ag = '^3 =/'4 = 1/2. 
The computed values were 
^2 - 1.000000 ~ 0.499999. 
This example illustrates a triple eigenvalue which is not 
dominant. 
example 3: 
A = 
0 
1 
0 
0 
,0401 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-.000004 
0 
0 
0 
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The eigenvalues of A are +.01 and +.2. The computed values 
were : 
= 0.200001 ^2 =-0.199998 \ =0.010000 \4=-0.010008. 
This example illustrates a problem with "close" eigenvalues 
and a matrix whose determinant equals 0.000004 and is thus 
"close" to being singular. 
Example 4: 
Our last example is treated more extensively. Here 
"^31 96 84 -96 -240 384 
-30 74 45 -60 -150 240 
A = 
-12 6 
-25 24 60 -96 
-12 18 -6 43 85 -145 
-36 54 -18 66 102 -174 
-24 36 -12 50 80 -137 
eigenvalues of A are 5 t 12 i, 8 + 6 ij and ± 9 i. 
illustrate the increased accuracy of the computed values due 
to increasing h in the following table. One important con­
sideration here is that each evaluation took approximately 
35 seconds, regardless of h, or the accuracy of the computa­
tion. Also the polynomial root-finder on the machine was in 
single precision, so six places is nearing the limitation of 
its accuracy. 
Table 1. A comparison of step size to accuracy In evaluating the eigenvalues of 
the matrix in Example 4 
•h )^^and"X2 A3 and A4 X^andXg 
1/3 4.771800 + 12.136631 1 8.548610 + 6.265285 L.085026 + 8.448740 1 
2/3 4.999195 + 11.985877 1 8.011786 + 6.016838 1 -.001115 + 8.995581 1 
1 5.000927 + 11.999351 1 7.997694 + 6.001117 1 .000078 + 8.999323 1 
4/3 5.000173 ± 12.000105 1 8.000622 + 6.000146 i .000021 + 9.OOOO89 i 
5/3 4.999987 + 12.000033 1 8.000026 + 5.999941 1 -.000034 + 9.000074 1 
2 4.999997 + 12.000007 1 9.OOOO18 + 5.999967 1 -.OOOO19 + 9.OOOO17 1 
3 5.000000 + 12.000000 1 . 7.999998 + 6.000000 i .000004 + 8.999994 1 
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OTHER POWER SERIES TECHNIQUES 
The second recovery technique we consider illustrates 
the principle of choosing G(t) to emphasize the eigenvalues 
one at a time. Here we let G(x) = 1 - cos m(x-l) , for 
some arbitrary positive rn. Eor simplicity let us analyze 
G (t) = 1-cos mt , where t = x-1. 
Now lim G. (t) = m^/2, G-| (t) = mt sin mt - 2 (l-cos mt) , 
t-»0 1 ^ ^3 
o 2 
and G"(t) = (m t -6) cos mt - 4 mt sin mt + 6 . ; 
Now Gj^(O) =0 and G^(0) = -m^ < 0, thus t = 0 is a maximum 
of G^(t). 
We now search for the other maxima and minima and 
exam i n e  t h e i r  m a g n i t u d e  a n d  d i s t a n c e  f r o m  t h e  o n e  a t  t  = 0 .  
Then in what follows tp^O. If Gj^(t) = 0, we have 
mt sin mt - 2 (l-cos mt) =0, 
or u sin u - 2 + 2 cos u = 0. 
Obviously u = 2nTr is a solution and u = (2n-l)'uis not, 
for n=l,2,3j.... 
Let us consider u 6 (0,TT), then 
u = 2 1 - cos u = 2 tan u/2, 
sin u 
or V = tan v, where v = u/2. Nov/ v 6.(0, "^2) and in this 
interval the equation is satisfied by no value of v, since 
v=0 is a solution and sec^ v > 1. 
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The first positive solution of this equation comes in 
the interval (TT, 3T]/2), since tan v <. 0 for v 6 ("^2,1^). 
This solution is found to be approximately, v^ = 4.493. In 
terms of m and t, this is t^ = 2v^/m and t^ 6 (2TÎ/m, 3'^ra) . 
Now t ' = 2Tî/m is the first critical point to the right .of 
t=0 and it represents a minimum for G^(t). Since t^ is 
the second critical point to the right of t=0, there are 
no maxima in the interval (0,t^). Now, since v = tan v has 
only one solution in every interval of lengthlT, say, 
V 6 (nTT, (n+l)Tr) and G^(t) has minima at •t=2n"n/m, then G^(t) 
has only one other critical point in each interval 
te (2mT/m, 2(n+l)Tr/m), and this must be a maximum. 
Theorem 4: If 0 5 t^ < t^ < t2 < ... are maximum points 
of G^(t), then Gi(0) = < G^(t2)< ..., for 
m > (4 v^)^/3 > 0. 
Proof: iet ,1^ = (.2.nrr/m.j .2{jn+.l)TI/m), and we see from 
above that there is only one maximum in each I^. Now 
G^ft) > 0 and equals zero when t = 2Trn/m; n=l,2,3,... Thus 
} G2_(t)| is largest in any I^ when t is a maximal -point of 
Gj^(t). Let t^ and t^^^ be two adjacent maximal points of 
G^(t) lying in I^ and respectively. Then 
(2n+l)^2 (2n+2)\^ 
sup f (l-cos mt) m' 
^^^n+1 v (2n+2)\2 
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> sup / (1-cos mt)\ = G (t ). 
tsln+1 t2 / 1 
Now G (OJ = rn^/2 and G-, (t. ) = 2Vn /m := ^ • ^ 93) . 
x -l j- -l j71 
Then G^(0) - G^(t^) = m^/2 - Sv^/m > 0 for m > > 0. 
Thus the theorem holds. 
o 
Now G^(0) is of the order of m 'G^(t^) as m becomes 
large. But making.m large complicates this technique in two 
ways. First of all, the larger m is, the more terms that must 
be taken in the Maclaurin series, and since the Maclaurin 
coefficients are difficult to obtain, this is a major factor. 
Secondly, making m larger brings the maximal points of G(t) 
closer together. However, this last property also makes the 
s 
slope of G^(t) steeper for t 6 (O, 2TI/m), which we shall see 
is to our advantage. Lastly, since G^Ct) is even, we need not 
analyze it for negative values of t. 
Now., with t — x-1 and G^ (x:-l) •= G(x), we have 
f>.x-l)2 1 -
1-cos m(A^x-l)- , 
Each component, H_(x); i=l,...,nj has dominant maxima at 
x=l/)^j; J=l,...,n; if we have a "sufficient spread" of the 
eigenvalues. 
Let us discuss what we mean by a "sufficient spread". 
We refer to theorem 4 and consider G(^^x) with m large enough 
that the dominant maximum occurs at x=l/^^. The next maximum 
to the right is x =_t^+l . The first minimum to the right of 
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x=1/\a occurs at X = 2TT+m . 
Thus for each G(^^x) goes from its dominant maximum to 
zero in the interval 211^^^m'j^ l/)^^ , whose length 
is 2TT/^^ît^. Thus if two eigenvalues, and ^ are a distance 
of||^TI/i^(Xj apart or more, their dominant maxima will 
not interfere with each other. Now, for any matrix A, the 
X- and are fixed, but the m can be made larger to lessen 
x j 
the interference distance between the two principal maxima 
of G()\^x) and G(XjX). We let =ll2Tr/i^()\^4-;\^. )|., .and 
define it to be the "significance spread" of the two eigen­
values and We note that and can certainly be 
closer together than Aj) ^ .nd still have distinguishable 
maxima at l/)^j_ and 1/^^. 
Let c. and c. be the coefficients of G-(X.x) and G(^.x) 
1 J i J 
in H^(x,)j for some k ^  ,n. Then S^(Xj_^Xj.) not affected, but 
the magnitudes of the principal maxima are c.m^/2 and c.m^/2, 
respectively. Thus the values of c^^ and Cj can diminish the 
dominant peaks, but they must also diminish the secondary 
peaks, and the relative sizes of peaks for each eigenvalue 
are the same. However, c^ can make the dominant peak for){^ 
smaller than some secondary peaks of G(XjX), and will not 
be distinguishable. Making m larger or choosing a different 
starting vector can help to overcome this difficulty. 
To avoid a great many evaluations of 'H(X), two approaches 
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may be used. First, obtaining an upper bound for y^(A) and a 
lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue in absolute value will 
limit the size of the interval to be examined. 
Secondly, evaluating first at only a few points to de­
termine the approximate eigenvalue location before doing an 
extensive search at these locations helps to limit the work. 
One further note is, that if we form the series 
N 
£ a|(.x we get 
k=o 
H(X) = G(/\^/x)u^ 4- ... + G(Xj^/x)u^. 
Each component here will have relative maxima at x=A^ 
instead of x=l/)^^. 
An example illustrating this technique, with the former 
series for'Ê(x), is given by Figure 2. Here the eigenvalues 
of A are + 1 and 1/2. 
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Figure 2. TPie power series technique with G(x) = 1-cos m(x-l) ^ here m = 
(x-l)^ 
and the eigenvalues are + 1 and + 1/2. 
ÔO 
Lastly we establish a technique which is based on a 
principle that Paddeev and Paddeeva (1963) call "component 
suppression." We assume here that the eigenvalues of A are 
real. 
In using this technique we also assume that an eigen­
value X . of A is known to be in some interval (b,c), and all 
other eigenvalues of A lie in the union of intervals 
(a,b) \J (c,d), where a <. b < c d. We consider the 
function fo for t 6 (a,b) 
t 
G(t) ="^1 for t € (b,c) 
lo ^ for t £ (c,d) . 
Let us now form some power series approximation to G(t). 
For example, let us consider a Legendre series approximation 
where a=-l and d=l. Then 
G-(t) = / A P (t), where A_ = 2n-fl fp-fx)? (x)dx 
n^ n n^ n 2 n' 
and P (x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n. With the 
n 
particular Gr(t) chosen above, we have 
|n/2j 
A = Zn+l'S (-1) (2n-j)i ( n-2j+l n-2j>i) 
n 2 Z ji(n-2j+l)iln-j)i ^ ^ ' 
3 = 0  
Now each P^(x) = ^n-1^^^ " ^n-2^^^ > j_ 
n "] 
This formula is from Churchill (1963), as is the next: 
" fA-l(=) = (2n-i-l) P^(x). 
6l 
We can also calculate the A, "s from this formula as follows; ic 
c ^ 0 
pk(x)dx = 1 
1 
? 
D . 
i j 2 /2 
We also know from Churchill that jP^(x)j <. c/n j where 
r 11/2 , • 
c = TT I for X in (-1,1) and n=l,2,... Thus, since 
L2(l-x2) j 
this bound is .relatively large, the order of convergence can 
be relatively small. 
Now for some arbitrary initial vector bQ='u2+.. form 
the sequence'b^/bg/b-j, ; where "bu = Ab^ and 
^ (2n-l)Ab^_2_ ~ (n-l)bn-2 
b = 
n n 
for n=2,3j..-,N. We choose N such that 
x. _ , a \uixj - \ sup (g(X) a^p^(x)j is as small as we 
n=0 
please. 
now, b^ = p^(x-]_)u^-r.. .+pt^(x^)u h 
N N 
SO H(B,C)-^ W - ^  . "+VK()^N)'^N) 
K=0 K=0 
We suggest approaching this technique from the following 
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point of view. The success of the above method depends on 
N 
^ Aj^Pj^(t) being a good approximation for G(t) . Instead 
k=o 
of requiring such a good approximation, let us consider the 
largest component, H (b,c), of 1i(b,c). The size of this com-
ponent is due mainly to the i^^ vector G(A^)u.. , since 
GCXj. ) = 0 for J^l. 
Now let US take the same vector set "b^, "BI^, 'BG, ... and 
consider the component of each. Let us also construct 
a new set of constants Ag, ...; using b' = (b+c)/2 
for the left end point instead of b. Form the scalar sum, 
N_ 
^ ^ If e (bjc), then H^(bjc) should 
essentially equal Hj^(bjc), since = 1 and G-(J\ ) = 0 for 
ip^j. If Xj_ é (b,b') then (bjc) should be considerably less 
than H^(b,c), since G(^^) = 0 for all i. 
Thus in either case, we have eliminated half of the 
interval that can be in. The shift from b to b' should be 
relatively fast since no matrix multiplications need be 
repeated. This procedure is repeated several times to locate 
more accurately. 
This process is presented here essentially to emphasize 
a different mode of approach to our general method, and, as 
such, no numerical examples are given for it. 
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CONCLUSION 
We have presented a general technique for finding the 
eigenvalues of a matrix whose eigenvectors span the n-dimen-
sional complex vector space. We have illustrated three dif­
ferent ways of approaching this problem, all within the frame­
work of the general method. There are certainly many more 
ways than we have exhibited^ and possibly some of them more 
fruitful. We have shown that, although the amount of 
necessary computation is in general not insignificant, the 
error accumulation is not so large as to be prohibitive. 
We have had the greatest success with the first tech­
nique which finds the exponential characteristic equation. 
This technique makes use of all accumulated information, is 
not limited to real eigenvalues or even to real matrices, and 
yields a relatively simple and accurate scheme for finding 
eigenvectors once the eigenvalues are known. But most im­
portantly, this technique yields a polynomial that is well-
conditioned. This means that the effect of the perturbation 
of the roots caused by the perturbation of a coefficient can 
be made as small as we please by increasing our step size h. 
The size of h is limited in practice, of course, due to the 
number of terms necessary to make the truncation error for 
the power series a.pproximation to G(x) = e—^ insignificant. 
But since the terms of this power series are dominated by 
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l/k'.j h can indeed be made quite large and the series can 
still have a truncation error of no significance for the 
values of x at which we must evaluate G(x). 
Now in this technique or any similar technique as men­
tioned in the introduction, the polynomial coefficients are 
not primary data and must be calculated. Thus there is almost 
always some error in the computed representation of these 
coefficients. This technique is unique, as far as we can 
determine, in that it takes this error into account and re­
duces its effect on the roots with a proper choice of h 
and/or a predetermined transformation of the matrix. 
Therefore the accuracy of this technique is essentially 
determined by the accuracy of the polynomial root-finding 
technique. Thus we see that it is limited by the size of 
polynomial that the root-finding technique can solve. For 
example, the IBM POLRT subroutine is limited to a thirty-
sixth or less degree polynomial. However, this technique 
can be adapted to accommodate a much larger matrix if the 
number of its distinct eigenvalues is within the range of 
the root-finder. 
The matrix in example 4 has previously proved quite 
troublesome to the power method with deflation because of 
the closeness of the moduli of the roots. The technique 
presented here not only accurately located these roots in a 
relatively short time, but also illustrated the increased 
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well-conditioning with increasing h. 
We believe that this technique is valuable because of 
its accuracy and wide applicability. But we also believe 
that with different choices for G(x) there are techniques 
which are possibly as good or better. Thus we believe the 
general method deserves more investigation, and that this 
special technique deserves consideration in many practical 
problems. 
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